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Foreword
Our climate system is enormously complex, and crafting policy responses is
understandably challenging. Preparing for the United Nations summit meeting in
2015 in Paris, the world‘s governments are grappling with the gap between the
developed and developing worlds. There is no easy parsing of responsibilities for
and vulnerabilities to climate change. Underlying these concerns are questions
about the role of natural climate variability, whether a warmer climate is really
that much more dangerous, and to what extent proposed policies—even if
implemented successfully—could actually improve the climate.
It is exceedingly difficult for an individual to wrap their head around all the
complex scientific issues, impacts, technologies and proposed policy solutions.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) attempts to synthesize
the information into three volumes each of order a thousand pages. Their reports
have been criticized for oversimplifying the problems and the solutions. The
IPCC has asserted confidence in its conclusions that may not be warranted by
our present understanding of underlying climate related science. The IPCC has
also been criticized for failing to incorporate alternative perspectives and
interpretations. We are increasingly realizing that climate change is a wicked
problem, with multiple problem definitions, research methods that are open to
contention, disputable solutions (for example the true costs of and impacts on the
electricity grid of wind and solar ‗renewables‘), and ‗unknown unknowns‘.
As an academic climate researcher, I have spent most of my career focusing
on rather narrow problems related to climate change. In 2005, I stepped out of
the ivory tower and began engaging with the public on the topic. I‘ve learned that
there is an enormous amount of misleading information out there. Individuals on
both sides of the debate tend to be overconfident in their own conclusions. There
is sloppy original science, distortion of science by press release, further distortion
of PR by the mainstream media, and an overall lack of due diligence with regards
to actual climate research and its conclusions. I have learned how difficult it is to
participate effectively in the public climate change dialogue, in terms of needing

to be knowledgeable on a very wide range of topics, and communicating these
complex issues by simplifying the language but not the arguments.
In addition to my public lectures and Congressional testimonies, the main
focus of my public engagement on climate change has been my blog, Climate
Etc. at judithcurry.com. Through my blog, I have become connected to
professional scientists, engineers, entrepreneurs, and policy practitioners from all
over the world. One person that I met this way is Rud Istvan. Istvan has
contributed 11 recent guest posts at Climate Etc. (which have become at least
partial chapters in Blowing Smoke). The two Playing Hockey articles alone each
elicited about 1000 comments.
Istvan‘s insightful and incisive writing in Blowing Smoke tackles a diverse
array of topics related to climate and energy that are highly relevant to the
current public debate. His writing is accessible to a public who may not have the
inclination, the time, or the ability to dig deep into the literature and emerge with a
simple factual ‗big picture‘.
Blowing Smoke provides up-to-date analyses of many of the most important
topics of relevance to the public debate on climate change. What I find unique
about Istvan‘s writing is that he combines the perspectives of a lawyer and an
entrepreneur – a keen sense of due diligence with regards to evidence, an ability
to find weaknesses in others‘ arguments, and the ability to analyze policies and
technologies for their feasibility. And all of this is spiced with a bit of humor in a
writing style that makes these complex topics interesting and understandable.
Blowing Smoke is an important contribution to public understanding of the
debate on climate change and energy. I trust you will find it rewarding reading.

Judith Curry, former Chair of the School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA USA
3 September 2014

Introduction
EPA‘s frontispiece image of smokestack ‗carbon pollution‘ aptly illustrates the
‗blowing smoke‘ theme of this volume of essays on energy and climate.
The visible emissions from a half operational modern coal generating station
are backlit water vapor from its pollution reducing SO2 wet scrubbers. CO2 is an
invisible gas, shown by the rising bubbles in sparkling water. Like hundreds of
similarly deceptive images, EPA‘s photo was taken at dawn or at dusk to
backlight refracting water vapor uncondensed into visible ‗steam‘. Neither H2O
nor CO2 are pollutants in any traditional sense—although too much of a good
thing eventually is not good (essays Somerset Levels and Carbon Pollution).
The reddened sky is evocative of global warming. In reality it is the
dawn/dusk increase in optical scattering of shorter wavelengths (blue, green)
from sunlight‘s lengthened oblique atmospheric path. The sky reddens to the eye
as more of the blue and green is scattered away with increasing obliquity.
Whether the CO2 emissions from this generating station (and thousands of
similar ones) are contributing to any Catastrophic Anthropogenic Global Warming
(CAGW) is a matter of considerable debate. Opinions range from ―the science is
settled‖ to ―it will never happen‖. Neither extreme is true. The debate has gotten
quite acrimonious (Climatastrosophistry). Some of the ‗settled science‘ is based
on computer models that cannot adequately simulate Earth (Models all the way
Down), or on extrapolations from inherently imprecise measurements (Pseudo
Precision). An inconvenient truth is no observed global warming in the 21st
century despite dire model predictions concerning rising CO2 consequences—a
period nearly as long as the warming from 1975 to 1998 on which the ‗settled
science‘ was based (An Awkward Pause). So CAGW was renamed Climate
Change, affirmed in Obama‘s 2014 State of the Union. This makes settling any
science very difficult (using the Japanese idiom). Pleistocene ice ages and
interglacials show climate has been changing for eons. Our climate has been
irregularly cooling since the Holocene optimum ended the last ice age about
10000 years ago at the dawn of permanent settlements and agriculture. The past
millennium‘s written record includes both the Medieval Warm Period and the

following Little Ice Age, from which Earth has recently been rebounding. Efforts
have been made to erase both (essays CAGw and Lets Play Hockey Again) in
order to assert the new primacy of anthropogenic CO2 over Mother Nature.
The question is not whether climate changes. It does (Northwest Passage).
The relevant question is to what degree does burning fossil fuels contribute
warming? Even murkier is the bigger question what, if any, important
consequences might there be? These essays explore some of those possibilities
in detail—corals and oysters (Shell Games), algae (Good Bad News), pests
(Greenhouse Effects), ecosystems (Last Cup of Coffee) and extinctions (No
Bodies), hurricanes (Sandy was Weather), glaciers (Himalayan Glaciers), and
other stuff (Extreme Extremes)… including the ridiculous (False Alarms, Tipping
Points)… and official exaggerations and prevarications (Credibility Conundrums).
Fossil fueled electricity as an emblem of purported CAGW is problematic.
Electricity is the talisman of modern society. For much of the world, the only
realistic alternative to coal fired base load generation is nuclear (Going Nuclear).
Without backup generation provided by gas turbine peakers or coal fired spinning
reserves, grid scale intermittent renewables like solar and wind become difficult
to impossible (California Dreaming). The sun does not always shine, the wind
does not always blow, and there is not enough hydro to make up the difference
(Tilting at Windmills, Solar Sunset). The most ardent CAGW proponents would
unlikely be willing to live, even temporarily, without electricity to power their
Internet blogs and Twitter accounts. Let alone live without liquid fossil fuels to
transport them to their protest rallies (How not to stop KXL, No Fracking Way).
Coal can be done better or worse, but to be carbon neutral requires carbon
capture and sequestration. That is often impossible geologically, and always
expensive compared to nuclear (Clean Coal).
The most pressing energy issue is not electricity generation, since nuclear is
an option explicitly acknowledged by the UN‘s IPCC. The pressing issue is future
constraints on liquid transportation fuels arising from peak oil production
(Peeking at Peaks). A really inconvenient truth is that this peak has already
happened with conventional petroleum (IEA Fictions), and will likely happen

again soon including all unconventional petroleum resources (Oil isn‘t the next
Revolution). Geophysical counters are mostly unrealistic ‗smoke‘ (Reserve
Reservations). There is considerable ignorance or misunderstanding about
hydrocarbon geophysics (Matryoshka Reserves, Ice that Burns). Coal, wind,
solar, and nuclear alternatives do not power airplanes or agricultural equipment
or heavy trucks. Other transportation fuel alternatives are not feasible on the
required scales (Wishful Thinking, and Bugs, Roots, and Biofuels). Some make
no net energy sense at all (Hydrogen Hype). Liquid fuels will almost certainly
become a greater problem sooner than any global warming might be.
This collection of essays is in a way an expansion of parts of Gaia‘s Limits
(global human carrying capacity) and The Arts of Truth (which used climate
change as the penultimate illustration of critical thinking ‗truth‘ arts).
Comprehensive (and conflicting) perspectives on energy and climate are
available elsewhere. Rather than reweave the complete warp and weft of two
wickedly complex related issues, these Blowing Smoke essays deconstruct
specific propositions. Why did IPCC AR5 go to such lengths to obscure the
pause (Hiding the Hiatus)? Where might CMIP5 models have gone wrong
(Humidity is Still Wet, Cloudy Clouds)? Do vast fossil fuel resources remain
(Much Ado about Nothing)? Can bioengineering replace petroleum (Salvation by
Swamp)? For how long could tight oil replace conventional oil (This Rock could
Not power the World)? Each essay tackles a proposition that has received broad
mainstream media coverage. Conclusions may surprise those without the time
or inclination to follow these matters in detail. The topics are idiosyncratically
illustrative rather than exhaustive, but do collectively cover the entire waterfront.
The essays practice The Arts of Truth, which concerned critical thinking
approaches in the Internet era. Memories are short (Fire and Ice), relevant
disclosure isn‘t made (Burning Nonscience), facts get changed (When Data
Isn‘t), statistics get muddled (Cause and Effect), and agendas are rife (Caribbean
Water). Illustrations of the sorry state of climate discourse range from supposedly
settled science that most definitely isn‘t (Unsettling Science, Polar Bears) to
mass media reporting about it (Blowing Smoke), to obvious peer review failure in

august scientific journals (A High Stick Foul, By Land or By Sea). Not to mention
rank speculation (Missing Heat) and frantic hand waving (Snows of Kilimanjaro).
Each proposition stems from sources that should have known better--and in
at least some cases undoubtedly did—examined using the arts of truth. Each
essay stands alone, addressing its proposition with unvarnished facts, logic, and
hopefully a bit of (necessarily a touch sarcastic) humor. The essays are bite
sized, but not sound bites. Pictures speak thousands of words. Some essays
necessarily go into technical details to ferret out some general truth (Sensitive
Uncertainty). Most don‘t. A few essays are as long as 15 pages; most are just 24. There are traditional footnotes for the rigorously inclined. The many images
are why this volume is inherently just an inexpensive ‗new age‘ ebook.
The essays are organized into four sections, two each on energy and
climate. The first energy section explores peak oil production. Oil is the focus
because of its importance as the transportation fuel source, even though climate
mitigation initiatives focus more on ‗King Coal‘. The second energy section
dissects a number of energy alternatives and some of the politicized climate
mitigation proposals concerning them. The first climate section explores the
climatology of AGW (aka climate change). The second section dissects
frequently bruited possible (and usually catastrophic) consequences.
Asterisked * essays originally appeared in some version on Georgia Tech‘s
Dr. Judith Curry‘s Climate Etc. She has graciously provided the foreward.
The excellent cover art is by Donna Casey at DigitalDonna.com.

Nullius in Verba
The Royal Society was established in 1660. It is the oldest scientific society in
existence. Its Latin motto roughly translates as ‗On the word of no one‟. Mind it.

IEA Fictions
IEA is an autonomous Paris based organization sponsored by 28 OECD
countries, formed in response to the 1973/4 Arab oil embargo. Over time its
charter has expanded from a focus on energy security to include economic
development (―eliminate energy poverty‖), environmental awareness (―options for
tackling climate change‖), and world engagement (―solutions to shared energy and
environmental concerns‖).
These conflict. The essence of tackling climate change is reducing fossil fuel
consumption, which threatens energy security since renewables like wind and
solar are unreliable (essays Tilting at Windmills, Solar Sunset, and California
Dreaming). Renewables are also expensive, which increases energy poverty.
Fictions emerge when such facts and political agendas collide.
IEA puts out an annual World Energy Outlook (WEO):
“The WEO projections are used by the public and private sector as a framework on
which they can base their policy- making, planning and investment decisions and to
identify what needs to be done to arrive at a supportable and sustainable energy
future...‖
IEA also conducts original research. WEO 2008 conducted a study of the
largest sample of conventional oil fields ever done (according to them). The
sample was 798 fields, including all supergiants (>5Bbbl reserves), virtually all
giants (>500Mbbl), and many major fields (>100Mbbl). These fields comprised
over ¾ of world conventional oil reserves and over 2/3 of 2007 oil production
(94% of all world oil production comes from fewer than 1500 ≥major fields).
―The findings of a detailed field-by-field analysis of the historical production trends
of 800 fields, set out in Part B of this Outlook, indicate that observed decline rates (the
observable fall in production) are likely to accelerate in the long term in each major
world region.‖
And the production weighted observed decline in the 2008 sample was
already 5.1% per year. Like the Red Queen in Through the Looking Glass, IEA
pointed out that the oil industry has to run harder and harder just to stand in
capacity place since the low hanging fruit has already been picked. 1

Decline in existing production capacity happens despite marginal reserve
growth in those same fields. Prudhoe Bay is an example. Reserves grew 40%
over 30 years, yet Prudhoe production declined after only 15. This makes
geophysical sense. Reserve growth occurs as the field edges are developed, and
as enhanced oil recovery (EOR) methods squeeze out the last drop.

There are many ‗drop squeezing‘ EOR methods, which have been used for
many years. Water flood of Ghawar began in 1964. Steam flood of Kern River
began in 1965. CO2 injection into the Permian basin began about 1980. MRC
(maximum remaining contact horizontal well infill of Wayburn began about 1990.
WEO 2008 used Wayburn as an EOR example for a conventional heavy crude in
a typical carbonate reservoir.

The ‗last drop squeezable‘ (in industry parlance, the oil field recovery factor)
is declining. WEO 2008 sample‘s median production weighted recovery factor
was 35%. (The USGS uses 34%, IHS uses 36%.) This has to do with the
geophysical viscosity, porosity, and permeability of oil fields rather than their
economics. It is only 27% in a larger contemporary sample including more small
fields. Recovery factors decline along with the proportion of larger fields.

Yet IEA WEO 2010 was oddly sanguine about future oil prices over the next
two and a half decades. (In sharp contrast to the IMF, whose working paper
WP/12/109 forecast oil at $200/bbl with declining post peak capacity by 2020.)
That IEA price projection is only a little above inflation (unless climate change
policies sharply limit total CO2 to 450ppm by ‗forcibly‘ suppressing demand).
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This is because WEO 2010 also projected world oil production would keep
pace with demand through 2035 at present nominal production costs. In other
words, annual production would not peak before 2035. This projection contains
glaring inconsistencies revealed by critical detailed scrutiny of its figure 3.19.

Existing field production does peak around 2008. IEA says more than half of
the projected conventional capacity replacement will be from fields already
discovered but yet to be developed. This projection is based on the IEA inventory
of discovered fields not yet in production (pp. 257-8):
“Output from new conventional oilfields, not yet in production, makes the biggest
contribution to compensating for this loss of capacity… The 257 billion barrels of yet-tobe-developed conventional oil reserves are distributed in 1,874 fields, 971 of which are
onshore and 903 offshore‖
The average field in WEO 2008 inventory table 11.2 was 103Mbbl for nonOPEC, and 203Mbbl for OPEC, both barely major. Since there are only 38
≥giants in the inventory, many of the other discovered but undeveloped fields are
not even majors. They are minors, which is why they are not yet in production.

Oil companies do not spend large sums discovering a field only to leave it sit
fallow--except for some good reason. There are many isolated minor discoveries
where adding production infrastructure isn‘t economic at current oil prices. This
has happened, for example, in Africa and offshore. Since projected IEA prices
don‘t rise significantly above inflation, most of these fields would still not be
brought into production by 2035. That contradiction is an IEA fiction.
There are certainly large discoveries that must also await infrastructure
construction to begin production. Prudhoe Bay waited 4 years for the Alaska
pipeline. All 8 non-OPEC IEA inventory situations can be enumerated. They
amount to about (75/[257-133]) 60% of the non-OPEC inventory. Supergiant
Kashagan with 13Bbbl was discovered in 2000. It has waited nearly 12 years for
construction of the Kazakhstan-China pipeline at a cost (estimates vary wildly)
between $46 and $116 billion. It was to go on line during 2013. It is delayed at
least until 2016 due to unexpected corrosion from the extra sour crude. The other
non-OPEC major discoveries awaiting full production in 2008 were seven
Brazilian deepwater subsalt fields found 2007/8 in the Santos and Campos
basins. These fields include three supergiants (Sugar Loaf has 33Bbbl TRR), and
were all together about 62Bbbl TRR. Since then, 26 FPSOs have been built and
placed to produce about 3mbpd in 2013. 14 more being added by the end of
2014. A Brazilian FPSO is a really big, really expensive floating production/
storage/ offload system pretending to be a ship:

All 7 fields will be in ‗full‘ production at an estimated 4.5 mbpd by 2017.
And then there is OPEC. OPEC stockpiles discoveries in order not to
overproduce and lower prices. OPEC‘s share of the IEA inventory was 133Bbbl,
about half. WEO 2008 (pp. 273-274) gave a lot of seemingly comforting facts:
―There are more than 100 onshore fields awaiting development, each holding more

than 100 million barrels [major] and with combined reserves of more than 50 billion
barrels. The bulk of them are in just three countries: Saudi Arabia, Iran and Iraq. Twothirds of those reserves are concentrated in about 30 giant fields (each holding more than
500 million barrels), including Sharar, Niban, Jaladi, Dhib and Lugfah fields in Saudi
Arabia, Halfayah, Hamrin, Tuba and Ratawi fields in Iraq, and Hosseinieh, Kuskh and
Kuh-I-Mand fields in Iran.‖
But in total, those 30 OPEC giants are less than the seven Brazil subsalts.
Saudi Arabia has the most important inventory. According to p. 274:
“Five major onshore projects, Khurais, Khursaniyah, Hawiyah, Shaybah and
Nuayyim, which collectively hold 13 billion barrels of reserves, are all in the final phases
of development and are projected to provide a total gross capacity addition of close to 3
mb/d by 2015.‖
That means about 12.5mbpd of total Saudi capacity. Confirming a 2011
wikileaked diplomatic cable that said,
“Aramco can reach 12 million b/d within the next 10 years, it will be unable to meet
the goal of 12.5 million b/d by 2009. The former EVP [al-Husseini] added that
sustaining 12 million b/d output will only be possible for a limited period of time, and
even then, only with a massive investment program.‖ 3
In Iraq, Halfayah (a 4.1 Bbbl giant) went into 2012 production. Hamrin went in
production in 2003 (an IEA error). Tuba started producing at yearend 2011.
Ratawi is a supergiant near Basrah with up to 10 Bbbl TRR. It was fast tracked to
an initial 250kbpd in 2012. Iraq produced 3.4mbpd in 2010, and projects 5mbpd
by 2015. The IEA projected 6.1mbpd by 2020. Iraq‘s presently discovered but
undeveloped future capacity is at most (6.1-3.4) 2.7mbpd. And that production is
now uncertain because of the ISIS war launched in 2014.
In Iran, the Hosseinieh and Kuskh fields were discovered in 2000 and 2002.
China bought a 20% production interest in 2004 when production was already
300kbpd—another IEA error. Kuh-i-Mand production began in 2008. Iran peaked
in 1976 at 6.6mbpd. 2008 production was 3.9mbpd. 2010 was 3.7mbpd. Iran‘s
oil ministry forecast further decline to 2.7mbpd in 2015. 4 Additional Iranian
capacity from existing discovered/undeveloped fields is another IEA fiction.
Altogether this is [1.5 (Kashagan)+4.5 (Brazil deepwater)+ 3 (Saudi Arabia
maybe, 2 more likely)+ 2.7 (Iraq)+ 0 (Iran)] at most 11.7 mbpd by 2020, with little
additional capacity thereafter from the 2010 inventory of discovered/undeveloped

fields. Its own detailed facts sum to a third of the IEA fiction in 3.19.
Another way to estimate discovered/undeveloped future capacity is the
production to TRR ratio. The world has discovered about 2300 Bbbl of TRR.
Production of crude has steadily ramped to a bit over 70mbpd per the IEA figure,
or about 26Bbbl/year. That is (26/[2300-257]) production of about 1.3% of TRR
per year. Alternatively, Ghawar at its 1981 peak produced 5.7mbpd. Ghawar
TRR (after reserve growth) originally was (65 produced plus 71 remaining in
2010) 136Bbbl TRR. The peak annual production rate from the world‘s greatest
oil field was (5.7*365/136000) 1.5% of backdated TRR. Annual production from
257 Bbbl of discovered/undeveloped reserves would at most ever be (257*0.015)
11mbpd, cross checking closely to the bottom up estimate above.
Figure 3.19‘s other fiction is capacity from new discoveries yet to be found.
Undoubtedly some significant finds remain, for example in Brazil‘s deepwater
Santos basin. Others will surely come from the Arctic. Russia discovered giant
Sevastyanov (1.2Bbbl) in eastern Siberia in 2010. In 2012, Russia announced
five more giant discoveries above the Arctic circle in the Yamal region (sourced
from the Bazhenov shale, essay Matryoshka Reserves). The largest, Russkoe,
has about 2.25 Bbbl TRR. But even with at least 4 supergiants and 4 giants, the
2000-2009 average discovery was still minor.

Production has outpaced discovery for three decades, and the gap has
steadily increased. Figure 3.19 implies that the quantity to be discovered by
2035 will significantly exceed the past three decades, since those did not prevent
existing production decline by 2008. IEA‘s own figure 3.14 says it won‘t. The yet
to be found contradiction is yet another IEA fiction

What was really going on with WEO 2010 figure 3.19? A politicized adverse
reaction to WEO 2008 figure 9.4, which just summarized historical discovery and
production facts that collide with the IEA political agendas.

PFor three decades, production has been significantly greater than
discoveries. Discoveries are declining. So a peak in annual production cannot be
far away. Simple arithmatic extrapolation of figure 9.4 suggests around 2020.
The IEA‘s chief economist Dr. Fatih Birol even gave an interview to the UK‘s
Guardian 5 concerning WEO 2008 in which he explicitly confirmed it:
"In terms of the global picture, assuming that OPEC will invest in a timely manner,
global conventional oil can still continue, but we still expect that it will come around
2020 to a plateau 6 as well, which is, of course, not good news from a global oil supply
point of view."
This got deserved attention. For example, The Economist ran a story
captioned:
THE IEA PUTS A DATE ON PEAK OIL PRODUCTION 7
For which the IEA caught political hell in 2009 from its sponsors. So then ‗got
religion‘ in 2010. Its 2008 scientifically based ‗indirect‘ peak oil projection figure
9.4 disappeared, replaced by the prettily colored fictions of Figure 3.19.
Whoever wrote the WEO 2010 peak oil box (pp.125-6) courageously
summarized the actual energy conundrum despite politicized IEA fictions:
―But if governments do nothing or little more than at present [about AGW], then
demand will continue to increase, the economic burden of oil use will grow, vulnerability
to supply disruptions will increase and the global environment will suffer serious
damage. The peak in oil production will come then not as an invited guest, but as the
spectre at the feast.‖
Kyoto failed. It looks like peak oil will indeed be the specter at IEA‘s feast.
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